Supply Chain & Logistics Association of Australia’s Trade Visit to China

In conjunction with the newly set up Australia China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance attending various Logistic and Supply events and forums in China.

- The 2019 Australia China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance China Forum Initiative:
  - Australia-China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance was set up by Australian International Trade Association and Supply Chain & Logistics Association of Australia on 23th November 2018. The Alliance aims to promote the cooperation in supply chain & logistics between Australia and China by providing a series of services including exhibitions, conferences, forums and training programs.
  - The 2019 Australia China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance China Forum is a special event for Australia-China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance, you will participate:
    - The 9th China Western International Logistics Industry Expo
    - China (Xi’an) Smart Transportation Expo
    These Alliance Events will provide access to the latest information in China in the Supply Chain & Logistics sector. Access to these events has been specially organised by the SCLAA and AITA to provide a unique opportunity for the Alliance members to further engage with the China Supply Chain & Logistics Industry, from business groups to governments and NGO. It also provides a chance for those leading enterprises to display, promote and integrate marketing.
    - Meet with Central & Local Governments, Embassy and Consul
    - Visit 3 Port Cities in East China for investigation

Event hosted by: The People’s Government of Xi’an, Road Transportation Administration of Shaanxi Province
Organised by: Xi’an Municipal Bureau of Commerce and the China Transportation Association.
Dates: April 8th – April 17th, 2019
Venue: Xi’an, Beijing, Cangzhou, Huanghua, Tianjin

AITA & Associates, honorably appointed to be the co-organizer of the The 9th China E-Commerce and Logistics Collaborative Development Conference, cordially invite you to attend the following events:
The 2019 Australia-China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance China Forum

The 2019 Australia-China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance China Forum is the first China Event for the Australia-China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance set up by SCLAA & AITA. With the perspective of the Alliance being to promote sector cooperation and joint development, as well as to facilitate trade and business, AITA and SCLAA has organised this special Trade Visit to provide the latest China and global logistics development platform for logistics enterprises and manufacturing & exporting logistics units. It also provides a chance for leading enterprises to display, promote and integrate their market. The Event starts on April 8th 2019 and will provide an opportunity to participate a series of latest annual events including The 9th China E-Commerce and Logistics Collaborative Development Conference, with had over 500 corporation representatives last year from companies like Alibaba, and YT Express. It is the peak annual event for the integrated & coordinated development of logistics and e-commerce. The Alliance Event will also give you the opportunity to engage with Hebei International Modern Logistics Industry Exposition, The 9th China Western International Logistics Industry Expo and China (Xi’an) Smart Transportation Expo, and also the local governments of trade and commerce.

The 9th China Western International Logistics Industry Expo
China (Xi’an) Smart Transportation Expo

2019 China (Xi’an) Smart Transportation Expo is scheduled to be held in Xi’an from April 9th to 11th, 2019. The conference plans a display area of 35,000 square meters, inviting more than 30,000 professional visitors, and will hold more than ten conference forums and promotion activities. The exhibition includes: urban transportation, rail transit, smart transportation, intelligent transportation products and technology, intelligent travel and smart parking, traffic management and safety, public transportation and road traffic engineering.

The highlights of the Expo:
- Heavyweight participant from logistics, aviation, railway groups, express and postal corporations
- Smart & New Logistics: Exhibition of the latest Technology Product of the sector’s leading companies
- Various sub-topics: New energy logistics vehicle, cold chain logistics and fresh delivery.

Conference participants will include:
1. Members from central and local governments of China, including the Department of Foreign Affairs and the Department of Commerce.
2. Members from China’s biggest logistics associations.
3. Members from the leading logistics, e-commerce, and transportation corporations, E.g. Alibaba, JD and SF Express.
4. Members from worldwide logistics groups & technology innovator.
5. Business investors and importing units searching exporters.

By attending The 2019 Australia-China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance China Forum, you will have the unique opportunity to:
- Promote the coordinated development of e-commerce and express logistics.
- Discuss current problems in synergy development of international and domestic e-commerce and logistics.
- Network with Chinese peak E-commerce & Logistics giants and set up friendly relationship for future prospects.
• Discuss the Informatisation of Supply Chain & Logistics to lower cost and improve efficiency.
• Discuss hot issues of smart logistics and big data application.
• Promote import of advanced Storage Handling Equipment & Warehouse Management System from Australia.

Package & Cost

The package price, $5,763.50 for SCLAA members / $6,780.00 for non-members (incl GST) is per delegate for delegations leaving from Sydney/Melbourne.

SERVICES INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE

• **Round Trip and Domestic Air Tickets** *(Economy Class).*
• **Pick-up Services:** Airport, Stations and hotels pick-up services.
• **Local Transportation Services:** High-grade business vehicles with rich-experienced drivers.
• **Accommodation:** 6 nights’ accommodation in 4 star above hotels.
• **Catering:** Buffet breakfast, lunch, dinner and local specialties.
• **Sightseeing Tours:** Entry tickets, Bilingual tour guides.
• Escorted and supported by **AITA Senior Management (minimum 3 Managers)** throughout the trip in China
• **The 2019 Australia-China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance China Forum**
  • Admission for The 9th China Western International Logistics Industry Expo.
  • Admission for China (Xi’an) Smart Transportation Expo.
  • Tea Breaks during the Expo and forums.
  • Welcoming Banquet and Catering for networking functions.
  • Promoting awareness of your organization in the Chinese Market by highlighting your profile, including your company name, introduction, social media, flyer, banner, backdrop screen during the summits and forums.
  • Generate media exposure for your organisation to enhance your profile, impact and attraction in China Logistics Industry.
• Coordination with Chinese governments, associations and businesses in Xi’an, Hangzhou, Shijiazhuang and Beijing.
• One-to-one logistics business meeting and matching in Xi’an, Hangzhou and Shijiazhuang.
• Investigation of investment and mergers & acquisitions projects.
• Tailor-made welcoming lunch and dinner throughout the trip.
• English translator located within the pavilions and in each meeting.
• Conference Services: Business Meetings and Conferences Coordination, Conference Preparation (brochures, agenda, flyer, banner, stationary, backdrop screen, labor cost)

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE

• Price difference caused by upgrading flight, hotel, room, etc.
• Insurance and Medical Fees.
• Personal hotel consumption including laundry and other services.
• Entertainment facilities not included in scenic spot admission tickets.
• Visa Fees.
• Tips for drivers, tour guides, etc.
• Excess baggage charge..

Note:
Conference Services included in the package are sponsored by AITA & Associates. Extra services such as promotion and public relations available upon request, are not included in the package.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>CITIES</th>
<th>SCHEDULE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 08/04    | Sydney-Xi’an                | • Morning flight from Sydney  
• Arrival late In the evening                                                                   |
| 09/04    | Xi’an                       | • The 9th China Western International Logistics Industry Expo  
• China (Xi’an) Smart Transportation Expo  
• Australia-China Supply Chain & Logistics Alliance Conference                                    |
| 10/04    | Xi’an                       | • Site visit of Logistic and Supply Company                                                                                           |
| 11/04    | Xi’an-Beijing High Speed Train 5h | • Meetings in the morning  
• Afternoon: High Speed Train to Beijing, arrival in Beijing late in the evening                                                      |
| 12/04    | Beijing                     | • Meetings with Chinese Central Government Agencies and NOGs, such as China Federation of Logistic and Supply Chain, China E Commerce Association.  
• Australia Embassy in Beijing                                                                                                            |
| 13/04    | Beijing-Cangzhou High Speed Train 1.5h | • City Tour During the Day  
• Afternoon/ Evening High Speed Train to Cangzhou City                                                                                     |
| 14/04    | Cangzhou City & Huanghua Port | • Visit Huanghua Port (under the Jurisdiction of Cangzhou city)                                                                                  |
| 15/04    | Cangzhou-Tianjin city. High Speed Train 20min, then flight to Guangzhou | • Meeting with the Mayor and related Department and Logistic and Supply Companies.  
• High Speed Train To Tianjin  
• Meeting with Related Government Agencies and NGOs and Companies, Visit Tianjin Port  
• Take Evening Flight to Guangzhou                                                                                                                  |
| 16/04    | Guangzhou-Sydney           | • Meeting with Australia Consul General Guangzhou  
• Visit Port of Guangzhou  
• Take late evening flight to Sydney, Xi’an Transfer                                                                                      |
| 17/04    | Sydney                      | • Arrival in Australia                                                                                                                   |

Registrations should be made online via the following link:  